Fifty-Fourth Annual Commencement

Friday, October 2, 2020

2535 Lanier Tech Drive
Gainesville, Georgia 30507
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

Welcome and thank you for joining us. Due to the nature of today’s Commencement Ceremony, all speeches have been recorded and can be found on our website at www.laniertech.edu. Live streaming of the Presentation of Diplomas can also be found there.

Welcome
DR. RAY PERREN
President

Words of Inspiration
EMILY BLAZE
2020 GOAL Student

Commencement Address
ANNETTE BAKER
2020 Instructor of the Year

Well Wishes
TIM MCDONALD
Executive Vice President

Presentation of Diplomas
DONNA BRINSON
Vice President, Academic Affairs
DR. RAY PERREN
President

Conferring of Diplomas
DR. RAY PERREN
President
2019-2020
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

ALLIED HEALTH DIVISION

DENTAL ASSISTING DIPLOMA
Kaci Armstrong *
Cailyn Cain
Melissa Hart *
Daniela Hernandez
Allison Kimura *
T’Arra Mason
Gillian Miller
Nadia Puente
Kayla Vickers
Anna Vigueras Mora
Agata White

DENTAL HYGIENIST AS
Baylee Bedingfield
Kelsey Bishop
Emily Blaze
Ryanne Bower *
Hillary Davis
Madisen Dorsey
Jessica Elling
Kamerin Littlefield
Rachel Littlefield
Bailey Walters
Jennifer Young

DENTAL HYGIENE AAS
Brittany Jennings
Celina Munoz

HEALTH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT CODING DIPLOMA
Lydia Cantrell *
Haley Guimond
Blandine Johnson *
Yoleisis Mendez-Barzaga
Grace Moyo
Jennifer Street

HEALTH INFORMATION TECH SPECIALIST TCC
Marley Bijou
Sarah Bosworth
Katarzyna Brunson +
Stacy Cabrera Munoz
Julie Daniels
Alexandria Edmonds
Ella Hart
Alexandra Jacinto
Blandine Johnson *
Jetta Lewis
Tara Long +
Addison Love
Yoleisis Mendez-Barzaga
Miranda Moulder
Grace Moyo
Natalie Powell +
Amanda Roberts
Alejandra Salcido
Kathryn C. Smith *
Jennifer Street *
Cedric Willis *

HEALTHCARE ASSISTANT TCC
Ruth Akporokah
Brenda Arias
Sarah Bailey
Katherine Ballard
Shana Barge +
Areli Castillo +
Kimberly Hopkins-Franklin *
Alexis Jackson
Faith Martin
Katharine McCord
Lily Pittman
Courtney Rutherford
Beli Shannon Spivey *
Michelle Torres
Theresa Veal +
Celine Vixamas
Alexis Watson

* 4.00 Program GPA Honor Graduate with Distinction
* 3.75 or Higher Program GPA Honor Graduate
AAS – Associate of Applied Science
AS – Associate of Science
TCC – Technical Certificate of Credit
MEDICAL ASSISTING AAS
Syed Ahmed
Adarna Anderson
Elizabeth Baker
Shana Barge +
Ruth Carrillo
Kimberly Coyne
Christina DeVico
Maureen Esehien
Sheila Flaveney
Hannah Gioiosa
Maria Gula
Laura Hawks
Kayla Herzog Purvis *
Christa Helsey
Keyvonne Jones
Shelisia Marie Kennedy
Isa Lu
Heather Lynch
Lizette Morales
Derek Murphy
Tamara Scales
Megan Toms
Emily Worley
Ashlynn Zink

MEDICAL ASSISTING DIPLOMA
Syed Ahmed
Megan Allen
Shellbie Allen
Adarna Anderson
Brenda Arias
Wivine Masengu Badika
Katie Barber
Shana Barge +
Latonya Bush *
Fatima Cardenas
Ruth Carrillo
Kimberly Coyne
Daryl Dasch
Christina DeVico
Shannon Dodd
Renee Duncan
Ashley Elzea +
Maureen Esehien
Sheila Flaveney
Hannah Gioiosa
Alexia Griffin *
Madison Gunter
Laura Hawks
Alexus Headley
Alexis Jackson
Vanessa Jimenez
Keyvonne Jones
Victoria Jones
Shelisia Marie Kennedy
Elizabeth Lara
Maryluz Londono
Emily Ann Lopez
Isa Lu
Heather Lynch
Liliana Mercado
Sydney Miller
Lizette Morales
Denek Murphy
Zepidah Mwangi
Heidi Amelia Palad
Jennifer Patino
Morrina Phasadeuang *
Amanda Lynn Phillips
Abigail Pruitt

Autumn Rich
Lameshia Richie
Tambara Scales
Myrical V. Sheats
Brandy Teisier
Megan Toms
Alexis Watson
Fallon Wilson
Emily Worley
Sophie Xiong *
Ashlynn Zink

MEDICAL ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TCC
Syed Ahmed
Mary Katherine Allbrook
Megan Allen
Shellbie Allen
Karen Alvarez-Valdez
Jessica Aquino
Brenda Arias
Wivine Masengu Badika
Elizabeth Baker *
Katie Barber
Shana Barge +
Payton Bohlinger *
Latonya Bush
Fatima Cardenas
Karen Cardiel *
Ruth Carrillo
Estefania Castaneda
Kimberly Coyne
Laura Kay D’Andrea +
Daryl Dasch
Christina DeVico
Shannon Dodd
Renee Duncan
Ashley Elzea +
Maureen Esehien
Sheila Flaveney
Hannah Gioiosa
Alexia Griffin *
Madison Gunter
Laura Hawks
Alexus Headley
Candice Hernandez +
Iris Hernandez +
Kayla Herzog Purvis +
Megan Holbrook
Christa Helsey
Alexis Jackson
Keyvonne Jones *
Victoria Jones
Shelisia Marie Kennedy
Alyssa Krouskroup
Elizabeth Lara
Jetta Lewis
Joy Lindsay
Maryluz Londono
Emily Ann Lopez
Isa Lu
Heather Lynch
Agness Makala
Luis Martinez
Elizabeth McDonald
Ruscaira Mendoza
Liliana Mercado
Jennifer Merck
Sydney Miller
Lizette Morales

* 4.00 Program GPA Honor Graduate with Distinction
* 3.75 or Higher Program GPA Honor Graduate
AAS – Associate of Applied Science
AS - Associate of Science
TCC – Technical Certificate of Credit
MEDICAL
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TCC (CONT’D)
Denek Murphy
Zepidah Mwangi
Heidi Amelia Palad
Jennifer Patino
Morrina Phasadeuang
Amanda Lynn Phillips
Abigail Pruitt
Autumn Rich
Lameshia Richie
Tambra Scales
Myracle V. Sheats
Allie Thibodeau
Megan Toms
Michelle Torres
Emily Waddell
Alexis Watson
Audrey Wilson
Fallon Wilson
Mary Winters
Emily Worley
Sophie Xiaong *
Taylor Young
Ashlynn Zink

NURSE AIDE TCC
Holly Acrey *
Cindy Aguilar *
Yarel Aguilar *
Daisy Aguilera
Ruth Akporokah
Evelin Albarran Gutierrez
Yaneht Alberto
Shaunda Allen *
Melanie Arroyo
Lilibeth Ayala
Kristina Bader
Phoebe Bailey +
Sarah Bailey *
Katherine Ballard +
Macy Banks +
Erika Benitez +
Catherine Boster +
Stacey Bravo
Emma Brown +
Taylor Brown
Ximmena Carcamo
Areia Castillo +
Alaina Choiniere +
Ciara Corbin *
Bracey Courchaine +
Alivia Cridde
Jennifer Cruz
Nataly Delgado
Brittany Denmon
Andrea Filomeno
Lesly Gama
Staci Garrison
Autumn Gibson *
Noemi Godinez *
Ashley Goldsberry
Katherine Harding
Audra Hart
Saira Hernandez
Kimberly Hopkins-Franklin *
Raegan Johnon +

Brianna Jones
Cloe Larned +
Dannielle LeCave +
Danita Long
Alejandro Lopez
Kayla Ludmann
Kendall Martin
Mariana Mayo
Jacqueline Medina
Janet Mendoza +
Alexis Millwood +
Caithlin Minor *
Melodie Missler
Maria Montanez
Julissa Muniz
Victoria Murray +
Lacey NaNley *
Kathleen Newton +
Litzy Perez *
Hien Phan +
Odalis Ramirez Campos *
Graiciel Razo
Eric Rico
Tessa Rider +
Jessica Rivas
Marisol Rizo +
Rashel Rodriguez +
Anna Ruiz
Jackelyn Salgado +
Joceline Sandalov
Alma Elena Santos *
Nataliya Shastel *
Mackenzie Shepard +
Kayla Silvers
Ronda Smith +
Olivia Sorrells +
Peyton Sorrells
Belit Shannon Spivey *
Dannielle Sullivan *
Jyothi Tari +
Celine Vixammas
Melanie Welborn *
Brittany West *
Christa Whitlow
Katlyn Wimpey +
Gozong Xiong *
Amanda Zink +

PARAMEDICINE AAS
Brianna Akers
Jeffrey Bardunog
Christopher Bowman
Clinton Christiansen
Anna Crawford
Colt Dyer
Benjamin Etheridge +
Sarah Jarrard
Anita Jolly
Sean McGuire
Joseph McLean
Maria Sanchez *

EMS PROFESSIONS DIPLOMA
Sophia Bermudez
Moses Boaz
Amanda Dew
Morgan Duncan
Daniel Dyer
Emma Eubanks

* 4.00 Program GPA Honor Graduate with Distinction
* 3.75 or Higher Program GPA Honor Graduate
AAS – Associate of Applied Science
AS - Associate of Science
TCC – Technical Certificate of Credit

+ 4.00 Program GPA Honor Graduate with Distinction
Edith Gonzalez Mota
Samuel Henry
Kandal Holloway
Luke Jones
Jennifer Pace
Bryan Shinholster
Hailey Smallwood
Jairus Spurlock
Andrew Tran *
Caleb Trites *
Jorge Valencia
Jason West *

PARAMEDICINE DIPLOMA
Brianna Akers
Christopher Bowman
Clinton Christiansen
Anna Crawford
Colt Dyer
Benjamin Etheridge *
Avery Evans
Carson Fields
Gregory Freeman Jr *
Noemi Garcia-Hernandez
Trenton Hembree
Robert Landers
Joseph McLean
Tate Nichols
James Ouellet
Alyssa Seibert
Taylor Simmons
Jairus Spurlock
Caleb Testement
Caleb Trites *
Jasper Williams-Crawford

ADVANCED EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN TCC
Brett Allison +
Sophia Bermudez
Kyle Bertolone +
Alexander Birkett
Moses Boaz
Allen Bracewell
Cole Burchardt
William Caldwell
Chancy Cano
Soon Jong Cho
Michel-John Dalton
Amanda Dew
Morgan Duncan
Daniel Dyar
Avery Easton
Emma Eubanks
Bryce Gallagher
Anisa Gannon
Colton Gonzales
Edith Gonzalez Mota
Samuel Henry
Herminio Hernandez
Stephen Hilley
Anthony Hodgkins
Kandel Holloway
Thomas Hutchinson +
Hannah Jones
Luke Jones
Nadiyah Jones
Harry Kennedy *
Andrew Lilly
Clayton Long
Austin Martin
Alexandrea McClain
Jennifer Pace
Chasten Parson +
Richard Pearson +
Christopher Rhodes
Evan Satterfield
Bryan Shinholster
Hailey Smallwood
Gregory Stephenson
Allen Tokarz +
Andrew Tran +
Jorge Valencia
Alexander Vitruk
Jason West +
Edward Xochihua +

EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN TCC
Kevin Aldridge
Brett Allison
Sophia Bermudez
Steven Bertani
Kyle Bertolone
Moses Boaz
Cole Burchardt
Chancy Cano
Soon Jong Cho
Michel-John Dalton
Amanda Dew
Morgan Duncan
Daniel Dyar
Avery Easton
Emma Eubanks
Bryce Gallagher
Anisa Gannon
Colton Gonzales
Edith Gonzalez Mota
Samuel Henry
Herminio Hernandez
Stephen Hilley
Anthony Hodgkins
Kandel Holloway
Thomas Hutchinson +
Hannah Jones
Luke Jones
Nadiyah Jones
Harry Kennedy
John Landress
Katelyn Norrell
Jennifer Pace
Chasten Parson *
Richard Pearson
Bryan Shinholster
Kimberly Skelton
Hailey Smallwood
Mary Ellen Smith
Kayla Sullens
Tyler Townson
Andrew Tran *
Jorge Valencia
Jason West *
Edward Xochihua *
PHARMACY TECHNOLOGY DIPLOMA
Gigi Arca
Jessica Bailey *
Deicy De Luna
Emalee Harrington
Cesar Ramirez
CaroleAnn Tapley
Angela Tinsley

PHARMACY ASSISTANT
TCC
Kerri Streit

PHLEBOTOMY TECHNICIAN TCC
Laura Best
Savannah Carter
Marlette Crespo Bezares
Valeria Cruz
Ravyn Davenport *
Nanette Gatlin
Daniel Grimes
Reba Hicks
Heather Kinsey
Bethany Mann
Amber Nixon
Kylie Satterfield +
Tambra Scales
Madison Tart *
Savannah Whitmire

PHYSICAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT AAS
Mina Armijo *
Taryn Bennett *
Aaron Caudell *
Lisette Garcia *
Beth Gierok *
Andrew Hall *
Steven Harrington *
Yajaira Haygood +
Gregory Izenour *
Sarah Keeney +
Angela Lee
Jacob McNeece *
Louise Irma Stratton +
Kevin Wills *

PRACTICAL NURSING DIPLOMA
Babatunde Adebayo
Diamond Anderson
Kathryn Bascom
Emily Behrendsen
Jennifer Braswell
Courtney Brown
Adline Brumblow
Darien Bunch
Kellie Bunch
Mary Cagle
Rodwell Chitiyo
Emma Doherty
Amina Duble
Sophia Edouard-McElroy
Fese Eseme
Lakevia Faust
Brandy Franklin
Purity Gakure
Megan Gentry
Autumn Gunter
Cara Henderson
Lauren Hewitt
Stephanie Hulsey
Samuel James
Johnleekia Little
Brittany McClain
Charles McKeldin
Abigail Medlin
Ashley Mingleedoff
Sejal Mody
Manju Bashini Mohan
Robert M. Muthumbi
Sydney Ozorkiewicz
Alecia Padgett *
Morgan Pasiak
Paula Paul
Danielle Reed
Trinity Roark
KenyaTia Smith
Rahshida Smith
Enow Tabi
Emmanuelle Tokwaulu
Constance Trent
Alyssa Urbanawiz
Shelby West
Sophia Ama Wilson

RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY AAS
McKenna Barkley *
Charlotte Belanger
Carrienne Britton *
Cassidy Davis
Joshua Davis *
Tran Doan *
Nicole Fetta *
Katie Glass *
Lewis Grindle *
Samantha Hatch *
Amie Lynn *
Keri McCoy *
Yuliya Ossepyan *
Megan Ray
Dominic Scott *
Whitney Simmons
Jonathan Spitzner *

COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY SPECIALIST TCC
Tran Doan
Clarissa Martin

SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY AAS
Kevin Contreras
Katelyn Gehring *
Courtney Ayana Little
Maurice Lyons
Nancy Maldonado *
Mandi Marks
Crashunda Prayer
Jo Ann Salazar Olvera
Katie Saleeba
Stephanie Weismann
Curt Whitaker

* 4.00 Program GPA Honor Graduate with Distinction
* 3.75 or Higher Program GPA Honor Graduate
AAS – Associate of Applied Science
AS – Associate of Science
TCC – Technical Certificate of Credit
SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY DIPLOMA
Theresa Veal

CENTRAL STERILE SUPPLY PROCESSING TECHNICIAN TCC
Amanda Batson +
Priscilla Mahavong

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING DIVISION
BUILDING AUTOMATION SYSTEMS AAS
Charles Britt
Matthew Cade Joubert
Zachary Lynn
Jacob Norton
Joseph Persaud

BUILDING AUTOMATION SYSTEMS DIPLOMA
Matthew Cade Joubert
Joseph Persaud *

COMPUTER SUPPORT SPECIALIST AAS
Kelly Darnell Arthur Jr
Cynetun Coleman
Brittany Norman
Michael Williams

INTERNET SPECIALIST – WEB SITE DESIGN AAS
Jestin Blalock
Stephanie Dooley
Mario Freyre
Shaka Willock

NETWORKING SPECIALIST AAS
Austin Beckwith
Joshua Chastine
Kimberly Fayard
Callie Hogan
Valerie Kyall
Zunada Mitchell
Derek Payne
Jesse Ruis
Spencer Smith
Caleb Thomas *
Daniel Josue Vasquez

COMPUTER SUPPORT SPECIALIST DIPLOMA
Vanessa Arriola *
Brittany Norman
Michael Williams

INTERNET SPECIALIST – WEB SITE DESIGN DIPLOMA
Brandon Horner
Shaka Willock

NETWORKING SPECIALIST DIPLOMA
Austin Beckwith
Joshua Chastine
Callie Hogan
Derek Payne
Jesse Ruis

ANIMATION & GAME DESIGN SPECIALIST TCC
Carson Alverson +
Cole Bisson +
Ian Haack
Jackson Jardim
Connor Sosebee +
Tyler Wages

INTERNET SPECIALIST WEBSITE DEVELOPER TCC
Brandon Horner
Shaka Willock *

LINUX/UNIX SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR TCC
Austin Beckwith
Brittany Norman
Caleb Thomas +

PC REPAIR & NETWORK TECHNICIAN TCC
Chantel Carrillo
Joshua Chastine
Nicholas Fletcher
Kanta Gazi
Callie Hogan
Robert Norman III
Justin Pawlak
Scott St John
Hagen Tehonica
Caleb Thomas *
Jake Voorhees
LeTomas Wilkins *
Elhassane Zeadel

DESIGN & MEDIA PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY AAS
Malcolm Stephen Bisnauth
Drew Brandon
Fredy Euyoque *
Brandon George
Sara Hernandez +
Cody McGinnis
Chad Robinson
Michael Scott
Ciarra Wingo

DESIGN & MEDIA PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY DIPLOMA
Malcolm Stephen Bisnauth
Brandon George
Sara Hernandez +
Dalia Lara Salazar
Chad Robinson

ADVERTISING LAYOUT SPECIALIST TCC
Ariel A. Cohen +

DESIGN & MEDIA PRODUCTION SPECIALIST TCC
Drew Brandon +
Ariel A. Cohen +
John Reidy
Michael Scott

+ 4.00 Program GPA Honor Graduate with Distinction
* 3.75 or Higher Program GPA Honor Graduate
AAS – Associate of Applied Science
AS – Associate of Science
TCC – Technical Certificate of Credit
DIGITAL ILLUSTRATION SPECIALIST TCC
Sara Hernandez +
Michael Scott

GRAPHIC DESIGN & PREPRESS TCC
Drew Brandon +
Freddy Euyoque +
Brandon George
John Reidy
Michael Scott

DRAFTING TECHNOLOGY AAS
Rosalio Alfaro Aguilar *
Luis E. Beltran
Tyler Corley
Sydney Farley
Roberto Juarez-Elias
Machel Kayola Tembo
Ivan Yebra *
Mark Yergin *

DRAFTING TECHNOLOGY DIPLOMA
Rosalio Alfaro Aguilar *
Tyler Corley
Alex Estes
Sydney Farley
Jacob Lowder *
Ivan Yebra *

ADVANCED CAD TECHNICIAN TCC
Rosalio Alfaro Aguilar *
Sara Alkhoja *
Luis E. Beltran
Tyler Corley
Alex Estes
Sydney Farley
Roberto Juarez-Elias
Jacob Lowder *
Machel Kayola Tembo *
Ivan Yebra *
Mark Yergin *

ARCHITECTURAL SYSTEMS DRAFTER TCC
Sara Alkhoja *
Savannah Hecht
Joshua Simpson *

CAD OPERATOR TCC
Rosalio Alfaro Aguilar *
Sara Alkhoja *
Timothy Baker *
Sydney Farley
Roberto Juarez-Elias
Karla Serrato
Joshua Simpson *

DRAFTER’S ASSISTANT TCC
Timothy Baker *
Maria Cruz
Alex Estes
Andrew Fuller *
Savannah Hecht *
James Nevitt
Joshua Simpson
Taylor Volkman *
Mark Yergin *

ELECTRICAL UTILITY TECHNOLOGY AAS
Patrick Adams *
Dylan Donahue
Austin Manders
Kirby Mitchell
Miguel Partida
Ryan Taylor
Bradley Williams
Zachary Wilson

ELECTRICAL UTILITY TECHNOLOGY DIPLOMA
Patrick Adams *
Dylan Donahue
Miguel Partida
Ryan Taylor

ELECTRICAL UTILITY TECHNICIAN TCC
Patrick Adams *
Clayton Hopkins
Austin Manders
Kirby Mitchell
Miguel Partida
Jacob Purvis
Taylor Volkman +

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY AAS
Thomas Diaconescu
Joseph Gonzalez
Gerzino Samson

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY BASICS TCC
Kevin Ayala
Juan Bautista +
Thomas Diaconescu
Noemi Elizondo
Gerzino Samson
Omar Sanabria

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY FUNDAMENTALS TCC
Kevin Ayala
Juan Bautista +
Thomas Diaconescu
Noemi Elizondo
Gerzino Samson
Omar Sanabria

INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY AAS
Zachary Anderson *
Joseph Barrett
Anthony Bautista
Jonathan Castillo Lozano
Yessi Castro +
Alicia Emrick *
Nathaniel Gandy *
Joshua Grizzle
Touby Her
Kevin Holman *
Shane Jackson +
Christian Johnson *
Edwin Johnson
Robert Lowe *
Samuel Maddox
Herve Fando Mangwa
David Mejia-Martinez
Lutte Oviedo-Flores
William Page *
Michael Slavik

* 4.00 Program GPA Honor Graduate with Distinction
* 3.75 or Higher Program GPA Honor Graduate
AAS – Associate of Applied Science
AS – Associate of Science
TCC – Technical Certificate of Credit
Travis Swafford *
Jay Swinks *
Todd Zion *

ELECTRICAL CONTROL SYSTEMS DIPLOMA
Joseph Barrett
David DeWitt *
Adam Fountain
Touby Her *
Shane Jackson +
Herve Fando Mangwa
David Mejia-Martinez
Jay Swinks *

INDUSTRIAL MECHANICAL SYSTEMS DIPLOMA
Zachary Anderson *
Kelvin Orrellana

INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY DIPLOMA
Zachary Anderson *
Joseph Barrett
Jay Chambers
Alicia Emrick *
Adam Fountain
Touby Her *
Kevin Holman *
Shane Jackson +
Herve Fando Mangwa
David Mejia-Martinez
Kelvin Orrellana
Emir Smajlovic +
Jay Swinks +
Victor Vanschoiack
Todd Zion *

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICIAN TCC
Zachary Anderson +
Thomas Atkinson +
Joseph Barrett +
Adam Britt +
Jay Chambers
Augustus Denton
Okechukwu Eze
Nathaniel Gandy
Justine Guittar
Touby Her +
Iribin Hernandez +
Matthew Hogan +
Sandra Imperial +
Edwin Johnson +
Joshua Kerby +
John Austin Maddox
Herve Fando Mangwa +
Christopher Marshall +
Jesus Olguin
Cindy Ordonez
Kelvin Orrellana
William Page
Johnny Phoeuk
Juan Ramirez
Eber Romero
Michael Slavik +
Emir Smajlovic +
Gerardo Suarez Jr

Jay Swinks +
Ryan Taylor
Victor Vanschoiack
Todd Zion +

INDUSTRIAL FLUID POWER TECHNICIAN TCC
Yaasaah Afriyie
Zachary Anderson
Joseph Barrett +
Chance Baugh
Anthony Bautista +
Adam Britt +
Anthony Buzzbee
Yessi Castro +
Jay Chambers
David Charamond
John Chisholm
Adam Fountain
Nathaniel Gandy +
Joshua Grizzle
Touby Her
Matthew Hogan +
Kevin Holman
Herve Fando Mangwa +
David Mejia-Martinez
Kelvin Orrellana
Lutte Oviedo-Flores
William Page +
Miguel Partida
Cristian Ravelo Arroyo
Michael Slavik +
Emir Smajlovic +
Jay Swinks +
Victor Vanschoiack
Todd Zion +

INDUSTRIAL MOTOR CONTROL TECHNICIAN TCC
Zachary Anderson +
Joseph Barrett +
Chance Baugh +
Anthony Bautista
Adam Britt +
Jay Chambers
Augustus Denton
David DeWitt
Alicia Emrick +
Adam Fountain
Nathaniel Gandy
Joshua Grizzle
Justine Guittar
Touby Her
Iribin Hernandez +
Sandra Imperial +
Edwin Johnson +
John Austin Maddox
Herve Fando Mangwa +
David Mejia-Martinez
Lutte Oviedo-Flores +
William Page +
Juan Ramirez
Michael Slavik +
Emir Smajlovic +
Jay Swinks +
Todd Zion +

AAS – Associate of Applied Science
AS - Associate of Science
TCC – Technical Certificate of Credit
PROCESS CONTROL
TECHNICIAN I TCC
Zachary Anderson *
Joseph Barrett
Chance Baugh
Anthony Bautista
Adam Britt +
Yessi Castro +
Jay Chambers
Alicia Emrick +
Adam Fountain
Nathaniel Gandy +
Joshua Grizzle
Touby Her
Edwin Johnson
Robert Lowe +
Herve Fando Mangwa +
David Mejia-Martinez
Lutte Oviwo-Flores *
William Page +
Michael Slavik
Emir Smajlovic +
Jay Swinks +
Todd Zion +

ROBOTIC
TECHNICIAN TCC
Adam Fountain
Nathaniel Gandy *
Kevin Holman *
Christian Johnson +
Robert Lowe +
Travis Swafford +
Jay Swinks +
Todd Zion +

MECHATRONICS
TECHNOLOGY AAS
Jean Claude Biandji-Addat *
Augustus Denton
Erick Escobedo
Caleb Grizzle +
Justine Guittar *
Irbin Hernandez
Christian Hess
Robert Lowe +
John Austin Maddox
Robert McCain +
Cesar Molina Jr +
Dakota Parten
Jose Pizano +
Juan Ramirez
Michael Slavik +
Josh Tucker
Hans Williams
Gabriel Yopp

PROGRAMMABLE
CONTROL
TECHNICIAN I TCC
Zachary Anderson +
Joseph Barrett
Chance Baugh
Anthony Bautista
Jean Claude Biandji-Addat +
Adam Britt +
Jonathan Castillo Lozano
Yessi Castro +
Augustus Denton
David DeWitt +
Alicia Emrick
Adam Fountain
Nathaniel Gandy
Caleb Grizzle +
Joshua Grizzle
Justine Guittar
Matt Hamrick +
Touby Her +
Irbin Hernandez +
Christian Hess
Kevin Holman *
Edwin Johnson
Robert Lowe +
John Austin Maddox
Herve Fando Mangwa +
Robert McCain +
David Mejia-Martinez
Cesar Molina Jr +
Kelvin Orellana
Lutte Oviwo-Flores +
William Page
Dakota Parten
Jose Pizano
Juan Ramirez
Michael Slavik
Jay Swinks +
Josh Tucker +
Hans Williams
Gabriel Yopp +
Todd Zion +

MECHATRONICS
TECHNOLOGY DIPLOMA
Erick Escobedo
John Austin Maddox
Robert McCain +
Dakota Parten
Jose Pizano *
Josh Tucker

PRECISION MACHINING & MANUFACTURING AAS
Parker Cantrell
Brandon Dornak +
Nathan Oller
Zachary Richards
Adam Sewell *
Kendal Taylor *

CNC & MACHINE TOOL TECHNOLOGY DIPLOMA
Parker Cantrell
Nathaniel Davis

* 4.00 Program GPA Honor Graduate with Distinction
* 3.75 or Higher Program GPA Honor Graduate
AAS – Associate of Applied Science
AS - Associate of Science
TCC – Technical Certificate of Credit
John Erwin  
Alexander Gleason  
Matthew Powers  
Zachary Richards  
Adam Sewell  
Kibile Omar Shomari  
Jonathan Williamson  

Matthew Powers  
Zachary Richards  
Jacob Sanders  
Adam Sewell  
Kibile Omar Shomari  
Jonathan Williamson  

WIRELESS NETWORKING TECHNICIAN TCC  
George Plascencia  

APPLIED TECHNOLOGY & TRANSPORTATION DIVISION  

AIR CONDITIONING TECHNOLOGY DIPLOMA  
Marcos Aguilar  
Jaime Arroyo Orozco  
Juan Bautista  
Miguel Delgado  
Jesus Franco  
Fisher Heard  
Angel Herrera  
Matthew Cade Joubert  
Ana Marcelleno  
Jesus Navarro  
Sylvester Osasu  
Luis Rosales Mena  
Parker Sheridan  
Nathan Sorrells  
Tanner Thompson  
Tong Vang  
Reese Walden  

BASIC RESIDENTIAL AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM DESIGN TCC  
Marcos Aguilar  
Joey Allen  
Juan Bautista  
Ian Burney  
Abraham Covarrubias Yanez  
Miguel Delgado  
Cameron Figgins  
Jesus Franco  
Andrew Harmon  
Derek Harris  
Fisher Heard  
Ervin Hernandez  
Angel Herrera  
Bryan Kurisko  
Ana Marcelleno  
Jesus Navarro  
Sylvester Osasu  
Eric Pauda  
Michael Pinion  
Alan Reta-Martinez  
Luis Rosales Mena  
Francisco Simental  
Connor Stine  
Tanner Thompson  
Tong Vang  
Reese Walden  

* 4.00 Program GPA Honor Graduate with Distinction  
* 3.75 or Higher Program GPA Honor Graduate  
AAS – Associate of Applied Science  
AS – Associate of Science  
TCC – Technical Certificate of Credit
AUTOMOTIVE CHASSIS TECHNICIAN SPECIALIST TCC
William Albright
Phillip Applegate
Khalil Bussey
Logan Carlyle
James Carter +
Benjamin Clark +
Austyn Frosos
Geovanni Gonzalez
June Kilgore +
Sabien Lively
Kenneth Miller +
Stephen Millwood *
Angelae Motz +
James Austin Reed *
Kevin Rice +
Evan Torrence
William Whitworth
Scott Zadernak
Carlos Zapatero

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE PERFORMANCE TECHNICIAN TCC
William Albright
Phillip Applegate
Khalil Bussey
Logan Carlyle
James Carter +
Benjamin Clark +
Austyn Frosos
Geovanni Gonzalez
June Kilgore +
Sabien Lively
Kenneth Miller +
Stephen Millwood *
Angelae Motz +
James Austin Reed *
Kevin Rice +
Evan Torrence
William Whitworth
Scott Zadernak
Carlos Zapatero

AUTOMOTIVE CLIMATE CONTROL TECHNICIAN TCC
William Albright
Khalil Bussey
Logan Carlyle +
Benjamin Clark +
Daniel Conner
Austyn Frosos
Geovanni Gonzalez
Charles Haralson
Christopher Lewallen +
Sabien Lively
Stephen Millwood +
Ethan Moore
James Austin Reed *
Kenneth Walker
Matthew Wells
Clifton White
William Whitworth
Scott Zadernak
Carlos Zapatero

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN TCC
William Albright
Khalil Bussey
Logan Carlyle +
James Carter +
Benjamin Clark +
Austyn Frosos
Geovanni Gonzalez +
June Kilgore +
Sabien Lively *
Ethan Moore
Angelae Motz +
Medardo Munoz
James Austin Reed *
Evan Torrence
William Whitworth
Scott Zadernak

* 4.00 Program GPA Honor Graduate with Distinction
* 3.75 or Higher Program GPA Honor Graduate
AAS – Associate of Applied Science      AS - Associate of Science
TCC – Technical Certificate of Credit
AUTOMOTIVE TRANSMISSION/TRANSAXLE TECH SPECIALIST TCC
William Albright
Khail Bussey
Logan Carlyle *
James Carter +
Benjamin Clark +
Daniel Conner
Austyn Frosos
Geovanni Gonzalez
Charles Haralson
Christopher Lewallen
Sabien Lively
Alex Martin
Kenneth Miller +
Stephen Millwood
James Austin Reed *
Kevin Rice
Timothy A. Schuler +
Kenneth Walker
Matthew Wells +
Clifton White
William Whitworth
Scott Zadernak
Carlos Zapatero

COMMERCIAL TRUCK DRIVING TCC
Clifton Botts
Aaron Cash
Seth Coker
Jonathan Daniel
Frank Dillinder
Rodney Elom
Jose Espinoza Gardea +
James Ferguson
Joshua Gaddy
Rashad Jackson
Raquan Jones +
Jerry Miratsky
Chad Oliver
Alejandro Oropeza
Johan Rodriguez
Maria Rodriguez
Garrett Scates +
Aptwane Weeks
Jacyna Williams

NCCER CARPENTRY FUNDAMENTALS TCC
Austin Adams +
Chandler Barrett *
Nicholas Clark *
Weston Davis +
Micah Ford *
Christopher Gay *
Samuel Sommers

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY DIPLOMA
Emanuel Clemente-Lucas *
Jeremy Dacus +
Walter Gaddis *
Aaron Loftin *
Carlos Marban Tellez +
Ali Moore
Luís Ojeda Carranza

RESIDENTIAL Wiring TECHNICIAN TCC
Riley Bryant *
Zachary Chembars +
Emanuel Clemente-Lucas +
Jeremy Dacus +
Bailey Espino-Castillo *
Walter Gaddis +
Aaron Loftin +
Carlos Marban Tellez +
Ali Moore +
Luís Ojeda Carranza +

MOTORSPORTS VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY AAS
Craig Connor
Alton Henry *
Chung Lee
Danielle McClay
Isaiah Reynolds
Angel Luis Santana II *
Austin Solesbee
Evan Torrence

MOTORSPORTS VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY DIPLOMA
Cameron Albert
Allen T. Haynes
Alton Henry +
Chung Lee
Danielle McClay
Angel Luis Santana II *
Austin Solesbee

MOTORSPORTS CHASSIS TECHNICIAN TCC
Cameron Albert
Brandon Biada
Craig Connor
Allen T. Haynes
Alton Henry +
Chung Lee
Danielle McClay
Isaiah Reynolds
Angel Luis Santana II
Austin Solesbee

MOTORSPORTS ENGINE BUILDER TCC
Cameron Albert
Allen T. Haynes
Alton Henry +
Chung Lee
Danielle McClay
Isaiah Reynolds
Angel Luis Santana II

MOTORSPORTS FABRICATION TECHNICIAN TCC
Cameron Albert
Brandon Biada
Craig Connor
Allen T. Haynes
Alton Henry +
Chung Lee
Danielle McClay
Isaiah Reynolds
Angel Luis Santana II *
Austin Solesbee
Evan Torrence

* 4.00 Program GPA Honor Graduate with Distinction
* 3.75 or Higher Program GPA Honor Graduate
AAS – Associate of Applied Science
AS – Associate of Science
TCC – Technical Certificate of Credit
BASIC SHIELDED METAL
ARC WELDER TCC
Zachary Aanensen +
Michael Adomnik +
Perry Alford +
Aidan Arntson +
Zachary Austin +
Morgan Bell +
Luke Boothe +
Sean Brinkley +
Joshua Bryant +
Devin Chambers +
Dustin Clark +
Jacob Coffman +
Jacob Corne +
William Couch +
Silas Cox +
Jack Crowe +
Chris Cruz +
Ben Dobson +
Weyman Scott Gaines +
Igor Goulevski +
Ashton Greeson +
Austin Hagan +
Nolan Hall +
Kenneth Hayes +
Allen D. Haynes +
Ethan Hewell +
Frank Kennedy +
Brandy Ketches-Evans +
Rachel Lee +
Kadin Marchetta +
Michael McManus +
Zachary Mullinax +
Donald Olen Plemmons II +
Eric Reynolds +
Mason Reynolds +
Maximus Reynolds +
Seth Robeson +
Jeremy Rosado +
Ashleigh Rose +
Victoria Ryan +
Lazarus Shepherd +
Skyler Sparks +
Carter Sperrazza +
Joseph Staebell +
Garrett Stephens +
Chase Sweda +
Logan Taylor +
Kyle Troutman +
Aidan Wade +
Jackie Wade +
Kirby Walker +
Andrew Will +

William Couch +
Silas Cox +
Jack Crowe +
Hunter Digieso +
Ben Dobson +
Robert Elliott +
Hayden Forthofer +
Igor Goulevski +
Ashton Greeson +
Austin Hagan +
Nolan Hall +
Ryan Hart +
Allen D. Haynes +
Ethan Hewell +
Jessica Jeffers +
Kevin Johns +
Jarrett Kurt Johnson +
Brandy Ketches-Evans +
Jacob Kopp +
Lee Lawson +
Nicholas LeBarnes +
Rachel Lee +
Steven Loyd +
Kadin Marchetta +
Alex Martin +
Michael McManus +
Ashton Melvin +
Mason Montavlo +
Zachary C. Mough +
Zachary Mullinax +
Connor Nicholson +
Alexander Logan Paul +
Austin Phillips +
Donald Olen Plemmons II +
Mason Reynolds +
Maximus Reynolds +
Seth Robeson +
Jeremy Rosado +
Ashleigh Rose +
Chase Roseland +
Victoria Ryan +
Lazarus Shepherd +
Skyler Sparks +
Carter Sperrazza +
Adam Straughan +
Logan Taylor +
Kyle Troutman +
Aidan Wade +
Kirby Walker +
Ryan Westmoreland +
Andrew Will +
Christian Woodall +

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDER TCC
Zachary Aanensen +
Timothy Allen +
Morgan Bell +
Luke Boothe +
Sean Brinkley +
Joshua Bryant +
Silas Cox +
Jack Crowe +
William Digieso +
Ben Dobson +
Robert Elliott +
Hayden Forthofer +
Igor Goulevski +
Ashton Greeson +
Austin Hagan +
Nolan Hall +
Ryan Hart +
Allen D. Haynes +
Ethan Hewell +
Jessica Jeffers +
Kevin Johns +
Jarrett Kurt Johnson +
Brandy Ketches-Evans +
Jacob Kopp +
Lee Lawson +
Nicholas LeBarnes +
Rachel Lee +
Steven Loyd +
Kadin Marchetta +
Alex Martin +
Michael McManus +
Ashton Melvin +
Mason Montavlo +
Zachary C. Mough +
Zachary Mullinax +
Connor Nicholson +
Alexander Logan Paul +
Austin Phillips +
Donald Olen Plemmons II +
Mason Reynolds +
Maximus Reynolds +
Seth Robeson +
Jeremy Rosado +
Ashleigh Rose +
Chase Roseland +
Victoria Ryan +
Lazarus Shepherd +
Skyler Sparks +
Carter Sperrazza +
Adam Straughan +
Logan Taylor +
Kyle Troutman +
Aidan Wade +
Kirby Walker +
Ryan Westmoreland +
Andrew Will +
Christian Woodall +

* 4.00 Program GPA Honor Graduate with Distinction
* 3.75 or Higher Program GPA Honor Graduate
AAS – Associate of Applied Science
AS - Associate of Science
TCC – Technical Certificate of Credit
Jace A. Gephart
Igor Goulevski +
Ashton Greeson
Austin Hagan *
Nolan Hall
Ryan Hart +
Allen D. Haynes
Jessica Jeffers
Kevin Johns *
Jarrett Kurt Johnson +
Justin Joyner
Brandy Ketchek-Evans +
Jacob Kopp +
Lee Lawson
Nicholas LeBarnes *
Rachel Lee +
Steven Loyd +
Alex Martin +
Nicholas McMann *
Michael McManus
Ashton Melvin
Mason Montalvo +
Zachary C. Mough
Zachary Mullinax +
Connor Nicholson *
Jose Christopher Ornelas +
Austin Phillips *
Donald Olen Plrommons II +
Seth Robeson
Jeremy Rosado *
Chase Roseland +
Victoria Ryan +
Lazarus Shepherd
Kyle Shoop
Charles Smith *
John Speir *
Joseph Staebell +
Adam Straughan
Chase Sweda +
Logan Taylor +
Kyle Troutman +
Aidan Wade +
Ryan Westmoreland +
Andrew Will +
Bailey Winkle
Christian Woodall +

Julie Foege +
Geneva Garcia
Hannah Gray *
Dameta G. Jones +
Brandon Laub
Kimberly Lee
Kristy Lord
Susan Lovelace +
Ana Martinez
Giovanni Martinez
John McBrayer +
Bradley McCurley +
Jessica Moses *
Helen Pond +
Sally Pritchett
Kayla Roberts
Araceli Rodriguez
Jesse Royals *
Brandi Ruland
Madeline Sandoval
Taquelia Sims
Amanda Sweatman +
Kayla Williams
Megan Witalis

BUSINESS,
PUBLIC SAFETY,
& PROFESSIONAL SERVICES DIVISION

ACCOUNTING AAS
Deborah Adams
Ruben Alvarado +
Caterine Barrera Toro *
Valerie Blackstock
Tiffany Blevins *
Varhondia Brown
Luis Calderon
Emily L. Carroll
David Carter
Lisa Chappell *
Justin Childers
Carnetta Clark
Maria Cruz
Angelica De La Rosa
Jessica Dienes

Julie Foege +
Geneva Garcia
Hannah Gray *
Dameta G. Jones +
Brandon Laub
Kimberly Lee
Kristy Lord
Susan Lovelace +
Ana Martinez
Giovanni Martinez
John McBrayer +
Bradley McCurley +
Jessica Moses *
Helen Pond +
Sally Pritchett
Kayla Roberts
Araceli Rodriguez
Jesse Royals *
Brandi Ruland
Madeline Sandoval
Taquelia Sims
Amanda Sweatman +
Kayla Williams
Megan Witalis

ACCOUNTING DIPLOMA
Deborah Adams
Valerie Blackstock *
Tiffany Blevins +
Melissa Buffington
Luis Calderon
Jennifer Carter
Lisa Chappell *
Carnetta Clark
Jessica Diemes
Lorena Garcia
Dekpanhi Gnouhou
Hannah Gray *
Margaret Highton +
Yihui Jiang *
Dameta G. Jones +
Brandon Laub
Kimberly Lee
Esly Lomas
Kristy Lord
Susan Lovelace +
Ana Martinez
John McBrayer +
Marlon Melson
Helen Pond +
Kayla Roberts
Araceli Rodriguez
Melissa Rodriguez
Madeline Sandoval
Chasidy Self
Antonio Smith
Julie Smith +
Ashley Stone
Elizabeth Strait
Amanda Sweatman +
Cassie Vang
Mariana Irais Vazquez Angeles +
Kayla Williams *
Megan Witalis *
Katherine Wright *

* 4.00 Program GPA Honor Graduate with Distinction
* 3.75 or Higher Program GPA Honor Graduate
AAS – Associate of Applied Science
AS – Associate of Science
TCC – Technical Certificate of Credit
OFFICE ACCOUNTING SPECIALIST TCC
Melissa Buffington
Luis Calderon
Emily L. Carroll
David Carter
Jennifer Carter
Carnetta Clark
Holly Cooper
Maria Cruz
Sonja Culp
Jessica Dienes
Nicoie Fiechter
Lorena Garcia
Nayelly Garcia
Michelle Gauci +
Dekpanhi Gnouhou *
Hannah Gray +
Rebecca Helms +
Sallie Hensley
Margaret Highton +
Trisha Hunt
Dameta G. Jones +
Brittany Latham +
Brandon Laub
Patricia Lewis +
Elise Little
Esly Lomas
Susan Lovelace +
John McBryer +
Bradley McCurley +
Jennifer Meeks
Marlon Melson
Jessica Moses +
Helen Pond +
Sally Pritchett *
Lorena Rangel
Kayla Roberts
Araceli Rodriguez *
Melissa Rodriguez
Rikki Rodriguez +
Jesse Royals +
Brandi Ruland *
Maha Safwan +
Chasidy Self
Dalia Silva
Antonio Smith *
Julie Smith +
Ashley Stone
Elizabeth Strait
Amanda Sweatman +
Sematungo Tommas
Cassie Vang *
Mariana Irais Vazquez Angeles +
Chad Walters
Kayla Williams
Megan Witalis +
Katherine Wright +

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AAS
Jeremy Adams
Salvador Aguilar
Ruben Alvarado *
Carmen M. Avendano
Heather Bever
Samantha Jo Boakye
Tiffany Bowen
Benjamin Carlisle
Catherine Cashier
Dylan Chatelain
Brody Chester *
Samuel Crane
Jordan Diddle
Justin Dove
Brittney Easley
Eric Fowler
Juliana Gonzalez *
D’Yani Gorman
Dalton Hall
Malena Harbin
Dora Illoiu
Cynthia Johnson
Olivia Jones
Kimberley Keeve
Zachary Kitchens
Daniel Laycock
Richard Daniel LeShane
Jordan Marshall
Jordan McClure
Krista Midgette
William Neller
Elmedina Osojkic
Wil Pence
Andrew Reynolds
Justin Ruland
Monica Scott
Amber Shiple
Dakota Simon
Danari Smith
Ashley Trumbal
Eboni Tucker
Andrew Veach
Taylor Ward +
Cort Watson
Benjamin Whitmire
Elijah Woody
Sytaehia Young

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT DIPLOMA
Salvador Aguilar
Samantha Jo Boakye
Tiffany Bowen
Bryan Bravo-Resendiz
Benjamin Carlisle
Brody Chester *
Rebecca Daniel
Jordan Diddle
Justin Dove
Tia Gardner
Malena Harbin
Dora Illoiu
Montecia Jackson
Colin Janes
Kimberley Keeve *
Thandive Longwe
Jordan Marshall

* 4.00 Program GPA Honor Graduate with Distinction
* 3.75 or Higher Program GPA Honor Graduate
AAS – Associate of Applied Science
AS – Associate of Science
TCC – Technical Certificate of Credit
Jordan McClure
Krista Midgette
Elmedina Osojkic
Wil Pence
Monica Scott
Danari Smith
Ashley Trumblay
Tayler Ward +
Benjamin Whitmire
Clinton Yonce
Sytasheia Young

SUPERVISOR/ MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST TCC
Jeremy Adams
Salvador Aguilar
Ruben Alvarado +
Samantha Jo Boakye
Tiffany Bowen
Bryan Bravo-Resendiz
Benjamin Carlisle
Catherine Cashier
Dylan Chatelain
Brodie Chester *
Trena Conner
Abigail Cooley
Samuel Crane
Rebecca Daniel
Jordan Diddle
Justin Dove
Brittney Easley
Eric Fowler
Tia Gardner *
Juliana Gonzalez *
D’Yani Gorman
Logan Hammond
Montecia Jackson
Colin Janes
Olivia Jones
Kimberley Keeve
Zachary Kitchens
Daniel Laycock
Richard Daniel LeShane
Thandiwe Longwe
Jordan Marshall
Jordan McClure
Krista Midgette
William Neller *
Khue Minh Nguyen
Wil Pence *
Tara Perrin
Andrew Reynolds
Justin Ruland
Kelsey Scott
Monica Scott *
Amber Shipley
Danari Smith
KierraNae Stone
Ashley Trumblay
Andrew Veatch
Tayler Ward +
Cort Watson
John Weaver
Benjamin Whitmire +
Melissa Williams
Elijah Woody +
Clinton Yonce
Sytasheia Young *

BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY AAS
Tiffany Bowen
Rachel Brock *
Robin Ganyard *
Jacob Hewatt
Dana Lee
Jessica Mathis
Indhumathi Nallu *
Deon Lee Singleton
Yuliana Wood

BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY DIPLOMA
Dianne Bagwell
Tiffany Bowen
Rachel Brock *
Robin Ganyard +
Jacob Hewatt
Jessica Mathis

MEDICAL FRONT OFFICE ASSISTANT TCC
Emily Barrett
Chelsie Congdon
Erin Garland-Castellanos
A Hang
Courtney Hill +
Katharine Mc Cord
Secret Osborne
Catherine Paperno
Courtney Rutherford
Ana Solis

MICROSOFT EXCEL APPLICATION PROFESSIONAL TCC
Deborah Adams
Ruben Alvarado +
Juan Arredondo
Vanessa Arriola
Caterine Barrera Toro *
Valerie Blackstock +
Tiffany Blevins +
Tiffany Bowen
Rachel Brock +
Dorothy Brookshire +
Varhondia Brown
Melissa Buffington
Luis Calderon
Tabbatha Carnes
Emily L. Carroll *

* 4.00 Program GPA Honor Graduate with Distinction
* 3.75 or Higher Program GPA Honor Graduate
AAS – Associate of Applied Science
AS - Associate of Science
TCC – Technical Certificate of Credit
MICROSOFT EXCEL APPLICATION

PROFESSIONAL TCC (CONT'D)
Margaret Highton +
Zachary Howard +
Trisha Hunt +
Kenrick Hunter +
Yihui Jiang +
Dameta G. Jones +
Brandon Laub +
Kimberly Lee +
Esly Lomas +
Kristy Lord +
Susan Lovelace +
Nico Martin +
Ana Martinez +
Jessica Mathis +
John Mcbrayer +
Marlon Melsen +
Jessica Moses +
Brittany Norman +
Andrea Owens +
Helen Pond +
Sally Pritchett +
Robert Ray +
Kayla Roberts +
Araceli Rodriguez +
Melissa Rodriguez +
Rikki Rodriguez +
Brandi Ruland +
Maha Safwan +
Madeline Sandoval +
Ethan Semanson +
Deon Lee Singleton +
Antonio Smith +
Julie Smith +
Abigail Stocksdale +
Ashley Stone +
Elizabeth Strait +
Amanda Sweatman +
Jessica Thomas +
Sematungo Tommas +
Luis Urrea +
Cassie Vang +
Marina Irais Vazquez Angeles +
Andrea Victor +
Amaris Villanueva Jimenez +
Kayla Williams +
Chinitta Wingfield +
Katherine Wright +

MICROSOFT OFFICE APPLICATIONS

PROFESSIONAL TCC
Tiffany Bowen +
Rachel Brock +
Dorothy Brookshire +
Robin Ganyard +
Jacob Hewatt +
Dana Lee +
Jessica Mathis +
Indhumathi Nallu +
Robert Ray +
Deon Lee Singleton +
Yuliana Wood +

COSMETOLOGY DIPLOMA
Adriana Arias-Salcedo +
Kayla Leigh Armstrong +
Karen Bautista Lopez +
Hannah Bertsch +
Madison Binkley *
Caitlen Blair +
Alexandra Bright +
Breeonna Butler +
Allison Cantrell +
Magaly Cardona-Perez +
Taylor Cash +
Kara Clark +
Baily Cole +
Maria Sarai Contreras *
Chelsea Cunningham *
Chassidy Davis +
Yahisha Diaz Alvarez +
Reese Dorsey +
Kayla Faircloth +
Mary Kate Faulkner +
Samantha Flannery +
Lindsey Frank +
Kristen Freeland *
Allyson Hamilton +
Marcy Hardin *
Lauryn Heitmeier +
Steven Henry +
Anahi Hernandez *
Mical Hreniuc +
Elizabeth Hudsins +
Megan Jones +
Tanya J. Kellogg +
Rebecca Lackey +
Jennifer Lara +
Sydney Linton +
Allison Little +
Vianey Martinez +
Sara McCrary +
Ariella Melnik *
Jasmín Covarrubias Miralrio +
Emma Rose Monks +
Vada Mooney +
Sabrina Moore +
Heather Moores *
Kristine Morgan +
Lacey Nash *
Kathy Nguyen +
Katelyn Offenhauer +
DeAnna Partin *
Yamileth Ramirez +
Sarah Rochell +
Felicia Rowell *
Blanca Ruiz Lopez +
Julia Schwane +
Kaithlin Scroggs +
Elizabeth Sedor *
Kristen Shirley +
Taylor Stepp +
Tara Trammell +
Ludmila,texto+TCC – Technical Certificate of Credit

* 4.00 Program GPA Honor Graduate with Distinction
* 3.75 or Higher Program GPA Honor Graduate
AAS – Associate of Applied Science
AS – Associate of Science
TCC – Technical Certificate of Credit
SHAMPOO TECHNICIAN TCC (CONT’D)
Kathy Nguyen
Katelyn Ofenhauer
DeAnna Partin +
Carsen Perry *
Yamilet Ramirez +
Felicia Rowell
Blanca Ruiz Lopez +
Julia Schwane
Kaitlin Scroggs
Elizabeth Sedor +
Kristen Shirley
Taylor Stepp +
Tara Trammell
Valeria Trejo
Janeth Lee Villalobos
Natalie Waddell
Shanesa Watts
Kaitlyn Westmoreland
Nicole Wilkes
Haleigh Williams +
Amber Wood +
Felicitas Yanez +
Betty Shawnata Young

CRIMINAL JUSTICE TECHNOLOGY AAS
Michele Bagwell
Chelsea Bensley *
Christian Channell
Tiara Cobb
Brent Davis
Hannah Edwards +
Veronica Gomez Ramirez
Jacob Holman
Lizvette Madera
Rachel Page *
Madeleine Pierce
Dianne Rawlston +
Gailey Ann Reedy
Preston Stapleton
Lydia Faith Walker

CRIMINAL JUSTICE TECHNOLOGY DIPLOMA
Chelsea Bensley +
Shunteshia Broughton
Christian Channell
Miguel Contreras
Joseph Cronan
Brent Davis
Hannah Edwards +
Jonathan Gallup
Jacob Holman
Daysi Lucumi
Madeleine Pierce
Dianne Rawlston +
Preston Stapleton
Adriana Trejo
Lydia Faith Walker

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SPECIALIST TCC
Ansley Grace Ausborn
Kenzie Bell +
Chelsea Bensley +
Jennifer Betancourt +

Addison Bowen +
Sara Browning
Quintaja Buffington
Ikeshia Buggs *
Sanquana Butler
Maribel Callejas +
Damon Campbell +
Christian Channell
Tiara Cobb
Miguel Contreras
Joseph Cronan
Rachel Dean
Carmen Diaz
Allen Fambrough +
Veronica Gomez Ramirez
Amber Grindle
Raymond Hill
Rachel Johnson
Chloe Leetch *
Daysi Lucumi
Lizvette Madera
Madeleine Pierce
Ludmila Ramirez Campos
Dianne Rawlston +
Alondra Rivera
Tamara Scandrett
Preston Stapleton
Adriana Trejo
Miguel Valentin *
Antonio Vargas Moreno
Katie Viera +

CULINARY ARTS AAS
Dyan Maxey *
Cadence Nichols *
Magdalena Peralta
Yunwen Zhang

CULINARY ARTS DIPLOMA
Dyan Maxey *
Cadence Nichols +
Magdalena Peralta

CATERING SPECIALIST TCC
Brandon Beyerl
Dyan Maxey +
Cadence Nichols +
Magdalena Peralta *
KierraNae Stone *
Yunwen Zhang *

FOOD PRODUCTION WORKER I TCC
Jessica Allen +
Lupita Barrera
Brandon Beyerl
D’Yani Gorman
Jada Henry
Joshua Johnston *
Leah Kobetich
Dyan Maxey +
Cadence Nichols +
Magdalena Peralta
Rebeca Portillo
KierraNae Stone +

* 4.00 Program GPA Honor Graduate with Distinction
* 3.75 or Higher Program GPA Honor Graduate
AAS – Associate of Applied Science AS - Associate of Science
TCC – Technical Certificate of Credit
KENESHA UNDERWOOD  
LUCA URSU  
YUNWEN ZHANG  

PREP COOK TCC  
Jessica Allen +  
Andres Alvarez  
Brandon Beyerl  
Macie Burell  
Mason Douglas  
Gabriela Esquivel *  
D’Yani Gorman  
Heidi Guerrero  
Dakota Haley  
Jada Henry  
Susan Irvine +  
Leah Kobetich  
Leslie Magana  
Gilbert Martinez  
Nigel McClure  
Rachel Medrano  
Alma Morales  
Brooke Newman  
Estefanie Perez  
Rebeca Portillo  
Liliana Santos  
Bobby Satterfield  
Arianna Sutter  
Kenesha Underwood  
Lucia Ursu  
William Wooten  
Tyler Young  

EARLY CHILDHOOD CARE & EDUCATION AAS  
Sarah Carmichael *  
Jessica Whitney Christy  
Adilene Espinal *  
Alma Figueroa Martinez *  
Jessica Garrett  
Fatima Gonzalez Mejia *  
Christina Holt  
Cynthia Johnson  
Lesia Little  
Lisbet Martinez  
Lakasa Mathis  
Kayla McGrew *  
Ashley Murphy *  
Joy Ramirez  
Megan Smith *  
Taylor Hall Watkins  

EARLY CHILDHOOD CARE & EDUCATION DIPLOMA  
Sarah Carmichael *  
Betsi Catalan  
Alma Figueroa Martinez *  
Jordan Fraley  
Jessica Garrett  
Tiara Jackson  
Mayra Jaimez  
Emily Lacy +  
Sandra Lorraine Ladd +  
Broiana Lancaster  
Lisbet Martinez  
Lauren Magyer *  
Tiffany Mayweather *  

CHILD DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST TCC  
Bridget Baker *  
Whitney Barrilleaux +  
Tiffanly Nicole Canupp +  
Betsi Catalan +  
Abby Covington  
Xiaoye Dong +  
Lucy Gravitt +  
Tiara Jackson *  
Mayra Jaimez  
Alicia Knowles +  
Jennifer Kudlas +  
Sandra Lorraine Ladd +  
Michelle Lagambina +  
Lisbet Martinez  
Lauren Mayger *  
Tiffany Mayweather +  
Cristal Moreno Rodriguez *  
Julianne Parker +  
Jessica Reid Holgate +  
Destiny Roberts +  
Andrea Sanchez  
Kinsley Smith +  
Megan Snyder *  
Taylor Hall Watkins *  
Alishia Webb  

EARLY CHILDHOOD CARE & EDUCATION BASICS TCC  
Jaimie Arnold  
Bridget Baker  
Whitney Barrilleaux +  
April Bracewell  
Amanda Broussard  
Jasmine Butler  
Tiffanly Nicole Canupp +  
Hannah Carlisle  
Carlee Chatten +  
Mavitzia Coronado Ochoa  
Abby Covington  
Payal Danu  
Anna Davis  
Madison Denard  
Amy Diaz Gallardo  
Jasmine Dills  
Samantha Dills +  
Whitney Eager  
Cassie Fincher +  
Rebekah Foxworthy +  
Vanesa Garcia Cardenas  
Ashontae Gober  
Brandi Gower  
Lucy Gravitt +  
Johnnie Gross  
Cassie Harrell  
Diavian Harrison  
Quinicha Hartsfield +  
Madison Hatcher  

Kayla McGrew *  
Cristal Moreno Rodriguez  
Ashley Murphy *  
Joy Ramirez  
Sharielle Silverio  
Megan Smith  
Jessica Thomas  
Taylor Hall Watkins  

AAS – Associate of Applied Science  
AS - Associate of Science  
TCC – Technical Certificate of Credit  

+ 4.00 Program GPA Honor Graduate with Distinction  
* 3.75 or Higher Program GPA Honor Graduate
EARLY CHILDHOOD
CARE & EDUCATION
BASICS TCC (CONT’D)
Jessica Henriquez
Mandy Henry
Haley Holcomb +
Tommie Hunter +
Alyssa Imbriano +
Kimberly Jackson
Alicia Knowles +
Jennifer Kudlas +
Shakrissan Law
Vanessa Leal-Gutierrez
Sandrea Lopez
Janet Lynn
Savannah Maddox
Jennifer Martinez
Samantha Martinez
Serena Merry +
Loryn Mittelman +
Gracie Mize +
Stephanie Mobley +
Cintye Montejo
Leticia Zampieri Moody +
Madison Mueller +
Sabrina Needy
Danka Omerovic +
Jayanthi Pandu Swamapuri +
Carla Parker
Katelyn Parsons
Letisha Paschal
Martha Payne
Sarita Persaud +
Cynthia Pless
Mary Poellnitz +
Cameren Pressley
Joy Ramirez +
Archana Ratnapu +
Britney Salgado-Avila +
Roxana Shamsbafi
Olivia Simmons +
Kinsley Smith +
McKenna Stidham
Dallie Walker
Heidi Walker
Alishia Webb
Mary Elisabeth Faythe Weeks
Jennifer Welteroth
Jennifer White
Jessica Whiten
Savannah Wilbanks +
Sydney Wiseman +
Robin Woods
Heather Wright +
EARLY CHILDHOOD
PROGRAM
ADMINISTRATION TCC
Taylor Hall Watkins
INFANT & TODDLER
CHILD CARE
SPECIALIST TCC
Madison Bown
Amanda Broussard
Jessica Whitney Christy *
Jessica Thomas
EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT AAS
Jonathan McPherson
Hayley Morgan
EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT
DIPLOMA
Kristen Eldro *
Jonathan McPherson
Hayley Morgan
ESTHETICIAN TCC
Whisper Archer
Ana Avila
Addison Barefoot *
Brooke Bedgood *
Sarah Bell +
Savannah Bernhard *
Hannah Blount *
Angela Brewer +
Katherine Canzoneri
Emily R. Carroll
Gloria Castilllo Ramirez
Megan Conway
Julie Crane *
Jessica Cruz *
Danielle Davidson
Olivia Dyar
Carrie Franklin
Brittiana Fullbright *
Ariel Gaither *
Karina Garcia
Angelo Geary *
Amber Gossett
Samantha Hammond
Alejandra Haros-Rodriguez
Kristy Hatcher
Monica Hayward *
Nia Hayward *
KeYona Hendrix *
Hannah Holbrook
Annie Hopper
Sarah Hutto +
Selena Ionezt
Elizabeth Keen *
Cala Kelly *
Erica Knowles *
Dorothy Landry +
Kayla Martinez *
Mary Adeline Patterson
Emily Pell *
Lilliana I. Perea-Gallego *
Ashlan Peterson
TeQuoia Lane Poplar +
Cynthia Pruett *
Jessica Radtke *
Sydney Ramsey +
Catherine Reed *
Laura Rice +
Susana Rios +
Veronica Denise Rondan
Auxtio Saenz Arreola
Jo Schaus +
Kelsey Scott
Sydney Smalls *
Anastasia Stone
Maddison Tapp *
Keiondria Thompson

* 4.00 Program GPA Honor Graduate with Distinction
* 3.75 or Higher Program GPA Honor Graduate
AAS – Associate of Applied Science
AS – Associate of Science
TCC – Technical Certificate of Credit
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>GPA Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Savannah Walser</td>
<td>* 3.75 Program GPA Honor Graduate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Watkins</td>
<td>+ 4.00 Program GPA Honor Graduate with Distinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Whitaker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terri White</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Wicknig</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Williams</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makayla Wood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bia Xiong</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRE SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY AAS</td>
<td>Engle May, Robert Nowakowski, Matthew Puckett, Austin Turnbull</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIREFIGHTER/EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES DIPLOMA</td>
<td>Chancy Cano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRE SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY DIPLOMA</td>
<td>Robert Nowakowski, Matthew Puckett, Austin Turnbull</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIREFIGHTER I TCC</td>
<td>Jacob Bagwell, Zachary Brown, Cole Burchardt, Chancy Cano, Tyler A. Dennis, Bradley Maruszarz, Anthony Seabolt, Mary Ellen Smith, Samuel Wingo</td>
<td>+ 4.00 Program GPA Honor Graduate with Distinction, * 3.75 Program GPA Honor Graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIREFIGHTER II TCC</td>
<td>Jacob Bagwell, Christian Carrasco, Augustus Close, Tyler A. Dennis, Avery Easton, Bradley Maruszarz, Omar Muniz, Dustin Penner, Samuel Wingo</td>
<td>+ 4.00 Program GPA Honor Graduate with Distinction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRE OFFICER I TCC</td>
<td>Matthew Puckett, Austin Turnbull</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRE OFFICER II TCC</td>
<td>Robert Nowakowski, Matthew Puckett, Austin Turnbull +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORTICULTURE AAS</td>
<td>Casey Adams, Caden Armiger, Sheryl Crelin, William Johns, Christopher Lambert, Charles Thiele</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORTICULTURE DIPLOMA</td>
<td>Casey Adams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Cooper</td>
<td>Sheryl Crelin +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Thiele *</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARDEN CENTER TECHNICIAN TCC</td>
<td>Casey Adams, Caden Armiger, Sheryl Crelin, Charles Thiele</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDSCAPE DESIGN TECHNICIAN TCC</td>
<td>Theresa Andrews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDSCAPE SPECIALIST TCC</td>
<td>Hunter Griffin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUSTAINABLE URBAN AGRICULTURE TECHNICIAN TCC</td>
<td>Casey Adams, Sheryl Crelin, Charles Thiele</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERIORS AAS</td>
<td>Madyson Bouma + Tonya Brannon + Karli Goddard, Victoria Gregg, Sarah Jenkins, Kimberly Mackie, Emily Rink, Jared Stephens *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERIORS DIPLOMA</td>
<td>Madyson Bouma + Tonya Brannon + Karli Goddard, Sarah Jenkins, Kimberly Mackie, Emily Rink, Amy Tighe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERIOR DESIGN ASSISTANT TCC</td>
<td>Madyson Bouma, Tonya Brannon, Karli Goddard, Victoria Gregg, Tori Hindman, Sarah Jenkins, Sandra Kirschmann, Kimberly Mackie, Emily Rink, Jared Stephens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERIOR DESIGN SALES CONSULTANT TCC</td>
<td>Madyson Bouma, Tonya Brannon, Karli Goddard, Victoria Gregg, Sarah Jenkins, Kimberly Mackie, Emily Rink, Jared Stephens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AAS – Associate of Applied Science
AS – Associate of Science
TCC – Technical Certificate of Credit
INTERIOR WINDOW TREATMENTS TCC
Tonya Brannon +
Jessica Ebert +
Karli Goddard +
Victoria Gregg *
Sarah Jenkins
Kimberly Mackie +
Emily Rink +
Jared Stephens
Amy Tighe

GENERAL EDUCATION DIVISION

TECHNICAL SPECIALIST TCC
Arlett Armenta-Lluvias
Katherine Ballard *
Garrett Coudriet
Cameron Cox
Natalie Crenshaw
Sandra De Leon
Tori Ellis +
Catherine Enriquez Miranda
Brianna Gilbert
Jasmine Hackett
Brandon Hayes
Alexus Headley
Jonathan Johnson
Austin Lane
Michael Laymac *
Jacob McNeese *
Justin Nguyen
Natalie Phillips
Crashunda Prayer
Ryane Pruett *
Sponsor Rayetparvar
Lindsey Robbins
Kristina Robittele
Alexander Rodriguez
Kylie Satterfield *
Shelly Saye
Nico Shadle +
Sydney Simpson +
Lara Stewart +
Duane Stratton
Veronica Suarez Cotero
Brittany Walker
Andrew Weekley
Benjamin Whitmire
Heather Whitton

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES AAS
Arlett Armenta-Lluvias
Katherine Ballard
Lorren Cochran *
Sandra De Leon
Jasmine Hackett
Hanna Jenkins +
Jonathan Johnson
Michael Laymac
Kristen Millard
Huu Chinh Nguyen
Meagan Pyeatt +
Danielle Reed
Shelly Saye
Duane Stratton

GRADUATE MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL TECHNICAL HONOR SOCIETY
Rosalio Alfaro Aguilar
Vanessa Arriola
Jessica Bailey
Katherine Ballard
McKenna Barkley
Caterine Barrera Toro
Charlotte Belanger
Tiffany Blevins
Ryanne Bower
Carrianne Britton
Jennifer Carter
Hillary Davis
Joshua Davis
Nicole Petta
Kristen Freeland
Nathaniel Gandy
Katie Glass
Vanessa Goff
Matthew Grantz
Alan Hankins
Melissa Hart
Anahi Hernandez
Margaret Highton
Mical Hreniuc
Allison Kimura

Lesia Little
Kayla McGrew
Indhumathi Nallu
Lacey Nash
Yamieth Ramirez
Araceli Rodriguez
Rikki Rodriguez
Blanca Ruiz Lopez
Katie Saleeba
Angel Luis Santana II
Dominic Scott
Whitney Simmons
Jonathan Spitzer
Amanda Sweatman
Jay Swinks
Caleb Thomas
Valeria Trejo
Tayler Ward
Agata White
Haleigh Williams
Kayla Williams
Cedric Willis
Felicitas Yanez
Jennifer Young

+ 4.00 Program GPA Honor Graduate with Distinction
* 3.75 or Higher Program GPA Honor Graduate
AAS – Associate of Applied Science
AS - Associate of Science
TCC – Technical Certificate of Credit
SELECTED STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

GEORGIA OCCUPATIONAL AWARD OF LEADERSHIP (GOAL)

GOAL, a statewide program of the Technical College System of Georgia, honors excellence in academics and leadership among the state’s technical college students. GOAL winners are selected at each of the state’s 22 technical colleges.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION (SGA)

The Student Government Association is a student-run organization that is open to all students. This organization manages the spending of the student activity fee that is paid by all in-class students by providing services and activities such as tutoring, lunch and learns, festivals, carnivals, photo IDs, security, field trips, graduation ceremonies, and much more. The SGA exists for the students, is run by students, and seeks to enhance student life here at Lanier Technical College.

NATIONAL TECHNICAL HONOR SOCIETY (NTHS)

The National Technical Honor Society is dedicated to honoring student achievement and leadership, promoting educational excellence, awarding scholarships, and enhancing career opportunities for the NTHS membership. The NTHS is an internationally recognized leader in providing recognition for excellence in career and technical education. The international organization has thousands of member schools and colleges.
Mission

Lanier Technical College, a unit of the Technical College System of Georgia, serves as the foremost workforce development resource for Banks, Barrow, Dawson, Forsyth, Hall, Jackson, and Lumpkin counties by providing career-technical education programs, offered through traditional and distance delivery methods, leading to associate degrees, diplomas, and technical certificates of credit; customized business and industry training and economic development services; continuing education for technical and professional development; and adult education services.
Since final action cannot always be taken by the time this program is printed, the list of candidates is tentative only. Lanier Technical College reserves the right to withdraw or add names.